
The QDF installation tool provides fast and

reliable installation of wires.

A non-orienting tip allows for rapid alignment

with the split cylinder contacts.

As the wire is cut by the split cylinder and

not the tool, there is no cutting edge to dull

or scissor mechanism to fail.

The QDF impact installation tool is spring

loaded and automatically generates the force

required for correct wire installation.

It features a built-in wire removal hook for

removing terminated wires.

A magazine removal tool for releasing 

QDF-E magazine from their mounting

bracket is also incorporated.

Three lengths are available, depending upon

customer requirements.

QDF-888
Impact tool
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Disposable installation tools are also

available. Two versions exist, each capable

of performing a minimum of 40 installations.

One type installs one wire at a time, the

other can install a pair of wires.

They are operated by thumb, or by inserting

a screwdriver in the surface slot provided.

When not in use, they have been designed

to fit at the end of a QDF-E magazine in the

same way as a designation wing. They are

thus easily accessible and removable for

use and later replacement is equally easy.

These tools are not intended for use during

first-time installations, but for subsequent

minor operations, such as adding new

jumpers. In such situations they are

particularly useful as the normal installation

tools may not be available and the danger of

other, more unsuitable substitute tools, such

as screwdrivers, etc. being used is removed.

Ordering information

Description Product name Quantity TCPN

Impact installation tools

- standard length QDF-AC-TOOL-888 1 585588-000

- medium length QDF-AC-TOOL-888M 1 690070-000

- long QDF-AC-TOOL-888L 1 320762-000

- long for Unisplit QDF-AC-TOOL-888-USL 1 1731489-1

Integrated insert tool QDF-AC-TOOL-DW1 100 459824-000

- one cylinder

- wires of 0.4 to 0.64 mm dia


